2022 SAAA Rules Agreement Form
To receive your $50 refund, the HEAD COACH of your team must fill out the following form and
return it to the Admin Secretary by 6:00pm May 26th.
Team Name:_______________________________
Head Coach:_______________________________

Initial next to each rule:
________

Rule 4: Only the first heat of an event at dual meets will be scored.

________

Rule 5a: Visiting teams must submit entries for dual meets at least 24 hours
before the start of the meet. Three late submissions may result in a $100 fine.

________

Rule 5c: Swimmers may swim up an age group to fill relays in dual meets, but
may not do so at Championships.

________

Rule 7: Ribbons must be awarded to all scoring swims (at a minimum).

________

________

________

Rule 8: The Head Coach for the home team is responsible for getting results to
the Administrative Secretary within 48 hours of the conclusion of the meet.
Failure to do so may result in a fine of $25 per week.
Rule 21: SAAA Waiver forms or similar spreadsheet containing emergency
contact information must be on deck at ALL SAAA practices, meets,
Invitationals, and Championships.
Rule 33 COACHES CODE OF CONDUCT: SAAA Coaches agree to support
and promote the SAAA purpose, objectives, and swim rules. They further
agree to behave in a RESPECTFUL, RESPONSIBLE, SAFE, AND
PROFESSIONAL manner at all practices, home and away meets, invitationals,
and championship preliminary and final meets. Behavior may include but not be
limited to: follow the SAAA swim rules and their intent; represent their SAAA
team and the SAAA organization with integrity; use appropriate language and
actions with swimmers, coaches, officials, and spectators; no possession or use
of alcohol or illegal substances; no possession or use of weapons real or
implied; no conduct or behavior that could endanger swimmers, coaches,
officials, or spectators; follow the facility rules as posted, announced, or implied
at all swimming venues. Coaches in violation of Rule 33 are subject to
dismissal from the SAAA organization by a majority vote of the SAAA executive
board

I have read the 2022 SAAA Rules as provided to me. I agree to follow the SAAA Rules and their
intent.
____________________________
signature

________________
date

